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ABSTRACT 
A consistency criterion for systems of linear inequalities is applied to prove an 
existence theorem for non-negative matrices with restricted row sums, column sums 
and diagonal elements. As another application of the consistency criterion, a sur- 
prisingly short proof of a theorem of Hardy, Littlewood and Pblya is given. 
1. CONSISTENCY CRITERION FOR A SYSTEM 
OF LINEAR INEQUALITIES 
For a finite system of linear inequalities, the following consistency 
theorem was proved in our 1956 paper [Z, Theorem I]. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a real vector space of arbitrary dimension, finite 
or injhite. Let fi,fi,. . ., f, be linear function& on E, and a1,a2,. . .,a,,, real 
numbers. Then the system of linear inequalities 
fi (4 2 ai (l<i<m) (1) 
is con&tent (i.e., has a solution XEE), if and only if, for any m non- 
negative numbers a, > 0 (1 < i < m), the relation 
implies 
(3) 
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For some applications, it will be convenient to use the following formula- 
tion of Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 1’. Let E be a real vector space of arbitrary dirrwn.sion, finite 
or infinite. Let fi,fi, . . . , f,, g,,ga, . . . , g, be linear functional-s on E, and 
a,,a,,...,a,, b,,b,,..., b,, real numbers. Then the system 
lS)=a, (l< i < m), (4) 
g&++ (I< i<n) 
is consistent if and only if for any m real numbers q (1~ i < m) and n 
non-rwgatiue numbers pr > 0 (1 < i < n), the relation 
implies 
5 a,a,+ 2 pibi<O. 
i=l i-1 
(6) 
Theorem 1’ is obtained simply by applying Theorem 1 to the system 
f,(x) 2 % (l< i < m), 
-fi(x) > -a,, (l< i < m), 
g(‘) ’ bi* (l< j<n). 
In the present paper, we first apply Theorem 1 to prove an existence 
theorem for non-negative square matrices with restricted row sums, column 
sums and diagonal elements. This result (Theorem 2 and its direct con- 
sequence, Theorem 2’) generalizes a recent theorem of Erdos-Mint [l]. Next 
we use Theorem 1’ to give a surprisingly short proof of a classical theorem of 
Hardy-Littlewood-Polya [3, p.491 on doubly stochastic matrices, 
2. NON-NEGATIVE MATRICES WITH RESTRICTED ROW SUMS, 
COLUMN SUMS AND DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
We first prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let a,, b,, c,,d,, e, (1 < i < n) be 5n non-negative real num- 
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hers. There exists an n x n real matrix (xii) such that 
di < 5 xii < ci 
i=l 
xji < e, 
xii > 0 
if and only if the following conditions 
ai>bi, ci>di 
n 
(l< i < n), 
(l< i =G n), 
(1 < i < n), 
(i,j=1,2 ,..., n), 
are satisfied: 
(1 -G i < n), 
n 
i=l i=l 
i ci>,Tiyn(cj+bi-e,). 
i=l 
Proof. We shall assume n > 2, as the case n = 1 is trivial. Suppose (x,) is 
a matrix having the properties (7), (8), (9) and (10). Then clearly we must 
have (ll), (12) and (13). For each index j, the sum of all off-diagonal 
elements in the matrix is not exceeded by the sum of the off-diagonal 
elements on the j* row and the j* column. If 
n tl 
then 
rj = 2 xii, si = 2 xii, 
j-1 i=l 
5 (ri-xii)>rj-xii+si-xii’ 
i=l 
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2 a, > 2 ri > 2 x,,, + So - xti > di - ei, 
i#i i#j i#j 
which proves (14). The condition (15) is proved similarly. 
Next, assume that the conditions (1 l), (12), (13), (14) and (15) are satisfied. 
We apply Theorem 1 to prove the existence of a matrix (x,J satisfying (7), 
(B), (9) and (10). By Theorem 1, such a matrix exists if and only if for any 
5n + n2 non-negative numbers (Y*, /3, (1 < i < n), y,, S, (1 < i < n), C, (1 Q i < n) 
and qli (i,j=1,2,...,n), the relations 
I . 
-c++&-yi+si+?j,(=o (l<i<n, l< j<n, i#j) 
-c~~+&--y~+~~-e~+rj~~=O (l<i<n) 
imply 
- igr “i”i + $lBibi - ,gl Vjcf + ,$l s/df - I2 4ei ’ O* 
i=l 
The relations (16) and (17) may be rewritten 
-rJij=(Pi-(yi)+(‘j-Yj) (i+i), 
77*i=ei-_( Pi-ai)-(si-Yi) (l< i < fl). 
Also, (18) can be written 
(16) 
WI 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
Then, in order to prove the existence of a matrix (x,J with the desired 
properties (7), (B), (9) and (lo), it suffices to show that the inequality (21) 
holds for any 5n non-negative numbers a,,&, y,, S,, e, (14 i < n) satisfying 
(&--~J+(~~--YJ~O (ipi) (22) 
and 
If we set 
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then the non-negativity of (~~,&y~,8~ is equivalent to 
of 2 max(O, -A,), ui 2 max(O, - 4). 
Also the non-negativity of 4 together with (23) can be expressed as 
4 > max(O, & + pi). 
Hence, it remains to prove that the inequality 
+ i: q m=(O,Xi +pi) 
i=l 
holds for any 2n real numbers Xi, pi (1 < i G n) satisfying 
x*+/.+0 (i#j). (25) 
Let ;C, /.+ (1 < i < n) be real numbers satisfying (25). Under the assump- 
tions (ll), (12), (13), (14) and (15), we proceed to prove (24) by considering 
three separate cases. 
Case 1: &+~<0 for all i=l,2,..., n. If X,<O and &4(0 for all i, then 
(24) becomes trivial. We assume that this is not the case. By reason of 
symmetry, we may assume without loss of generality that 
for some index k such that l<k<n. Then b-ci( -Al<0 for l< j<n. We 
have 
or 
<A, 5 ci+ 5 /.l++= 5 (x,+y)cj<o 
i=l i-1 j=l 
which is precisely (24). 
Case 2: There is an index i for which hi >0, ~4 >O. By reason of 
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symmetry, we may assume that A, > 0, pl > 0. Then by <25), 
Ai< -/.Lr<o, /_liG -A,<0 for2<i<n. 
By (14) and (15), we have 
~l(~l+~l-el)+~l(~l+~~--l)~~~ 5 cf+h Zi af. 
i=l i=l 
Therefore 
or 
< - i Api- 5 pfi+(Xl+ pl)el 
i-2 i=2 
i==l ‘s 
which is precisely (24). 
i-2 
Case 3: There is an index i such that A, + pi > 0 and only one of 4, h is 
> 0. We may assume that A, + pL1 > 0, A, > 0, pr < 0. Furthermore, we may 
assume that & > 0 for i < k, and & < 0 for i > k; wher k is an integer such 
that 1 < k < n. In this case, we have not only pr < 0, but also pi < - A, < 0 for 
2< j<n.Then 
[by (15)], which can be written 
(A, + /-4b, - ~11 ilci ( - i$ c”iq + (Al + ~l)e~. (26) 
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On the other hand, 
Combining (26) and (27), we obtain 
This can be written 
5 &bi+,glbdf< -i_$+l&(ui-bi)- 2 /+(Ci-di)+(‘l+Pl)el~ 
f-1 ‘Em j=l 
which is exactly (24), since 
The proof is complete. 
REMARK. In the above proof we have seen that for 5n non-negative real 
numbers a,, b,,c,,d,,e, (1 Q i < n) satisfying (ll), there exists an n X n real 
matrix (x*J having the properties (7), (8), (9) and (10) if and only if the 
inequality (24) holds for any 2n real numbers A,, pi (1 Q i Q n) satisfying (25). 
It is clear that the inequality (24) may be written 
where I,={i:A,>O}, 12={i:Ai<O}, J,={j:b>O}, 12={j:~i<O} and 
K={k:Ak+~k>O}. 
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It is easy to see that Theorem 2 can be restated in the following form: 
THEOREM 2’. Let ai, bi, ci, di, ei,J (1 < i < n) be 6n real numbers such that 
O< fi<min(ai,bi,ci,di,ei) (l< i < n). (29) 
There exists an n X n real matrix (x,J satisfying (7), (a), (10) and 
fi < xii < e, (l< i < n) (39) 
if and only if the conditions (1 l), (12), (13) and 
(31) 
(32) 
are satisfied. 
In the case when a, = bi, ci = di and e, =;,$ for 1 < i < n, Theorem 2’ 
becomes a recent result of Erdijs and Mint [l] which is also related to an 
earlier result of Mirsky [5] on infinite matrices. In the more special case 
when a, = b, = c, = d* = 1 and e, =ft for ail i, Theorem 2’ becomes a still 
earlier result of Horn 143. Our proof of Theorem 2 is essentially different 
from the ingenious proofs of these authors. 
3. A THEOREM OF HARDY, LI’Il-LEWOOD AND PbLYA 
The following theorem of Hardy, Littlewood and Polya [3, p. 491 is well 
known. A simple application of Theorem 1’ yields a surprisingly short proof 
for this classical theorem. 
THEOREM 3 (Hardy, Littlewood, Pblya). Zf the real numbers a,, b, (1 < i 
< n) satisfy the conditions 
a1 > a, > * * . > a,, (33) 
w 
(35) 
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then there exists an n X n real matrix (xii) such that 
5 x&=a, (l<i<n), 
i-1 
(36) 
5 a+= 1 (l< i < n), (37) 
j-1 
iglxij=l (l< j < n), (38) 
q>O (i,j=l,..., n). (39) 
Proof. By Theorem l’, we are to prove that for any 3n real numbers 
q/&y, (l< i< n) and n2 non-negative numbers $j > 0 (i, j = 1,. . . , n), the 
relations 
(40) 
(41) 
this amounts to proving that 
holds for any 2n real numbers c+.& (1 < i < n). 
Given 2n real numbers q,& (1 Q i < n), let u be a permutation of 
{1,2,..., n} such that 
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By (33), (34), (35), we have 
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n n 
IX ‘yr”i ( E %,(iPi . 
i=l i=l 
n-l 
= izl ("a(i)-(Yo(i+l))(al+aZ+ * * ’ +"i)+"a(n)(ul+u2+ ’ * * +%I) 
n-l 
and therefore the desired inequality (42): 
n 
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